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Abstract With information technology (IT) becoming ever more ubiquitous and
pervasive, the resulting deluge of data is driving a wave of digital disruption. No
industry, it seems, is immune, and business performance is increasingly dependent on
the effective use of IT and investments in technology that generate real business
benefits. Yet research continues to report that most of these investments don’t pay off
as expected. Blame for such scenarios is normally placed at the feet of the Chief
Information Officer (CIO). Some commentators have even suggested that it is now
time to replace the CIO role with that of CDO (Chief Digital Officer). This line of
thinking ignores the inherent organizational dynamics that lead to the derailment of
the executive in charge of IT; merely changing the job title won’t fix the problem. This
article uses research conducted over the course of 8 years to illuminate reasons why
CIO leaders are derailed, and what they and the CEO can do to avoid this outcome.
Causes of derailment are presented in detail, and prescriptive advice is given for CIOs
and CEOs alike regarding how to address causes of executive failure in leading the
digital transformation of organizations.
# 2015 Kelley School of Business, Indiana University. Published by Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved.
1. The digital leadership conundrum

Organizations are ever more dependent on informa-
tion technology (IT), not only to run their businesses
on a daily basis but also to stay competitive. This
digitization drive, which began in the 1980s, has
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accelerated over the last 10 years (Donahoe,
Morgan, Muck, & Stewart, 2010) and is set to surge
even more in the decades ahead.

At the forefront of this digitization push is the
Chief Information Officer (CIO). As the executive
responsible for leading the organization in its use of
IT, the CIO is typically charged with achieving these
digitization benefits (Ranganathan & Jha, 2008). But
as IT spending has increased, so too has disappoint-
ment regarding its returns. Research reveals horren-
dous statistics for IT project failures, with some
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consistently reporting figures as high as 60% and 70%
(Carlton, 2014; ‘‘The Chaos Manifesto,’’ 2013).

Blame for this dismal situation is usually placed at
the feet of the CIO. Consequently, the involuntary
turnover rate of CIOs is higher than that of other
executives in the C-suite (Nash, 2009). Indeed,
frustrated by the perceived inability of their CIOs
to drive the digital agenda, some organizations
are now either replacing them with Chief Digital
Officers (CDOs) or hiring CDOs specifically to drive
their digital initiatives (Suh, 2014; Woods, 2014).
This practice only serves to demonstrate the naı̈veté
within many management teams, which operate
under the misguided belief that the digital realm
is different than good old-fashioned IT. The irony is,
when one reads the job specification for this role, it
clearly mirrors what a CIO should be doing. More-
over, it is a pointer that many C-suites don’t ac-
knowledge their role in safeguarding the success of
digital initiatives and are happy to abdicate any-
thing to do with IT to the CIO. While the technology
may be new (e.g., social media, mobile, analytics),
the non-technical challenges are the same.

Of course, incumbent CIOs may not be up to the
job. This is clearly the situation in some cases, but
is not the key reason why they can struggle with the
digital agenda. What our research (see Appendix
for more details) reveals is that even CDOs are
likely to struggle to be effective unless they rec-
ognize the dynamics of derailment associated with
the role. Derailment, or involuntary attrition, can
be defined simply as not meeting the organization’s
expectations.

While there are the personal attributes of leader-
ship, there is also a subtle landscape to be navigated
with respect to technology. We spoke with over
100 CIOs, CDOs, non-IT executives, and board mem-
bers to better understand the causes of CIO derail-
ment and determine what can be done to fix it. We
also surveyed nearly 700 CIOs globally to better
understand the challenges they face. What is clear
is that the role of the CIO is complex and the causes of
derailment no less so; however, in understanding this,
CIOs and CEOs can actively manage these dynamics to
increase their potential for success.

2. Causes of CIO derailment

In our research, we wanted to look beyond the more
generic factors contributing to derailment (e.g.,
interpersonal frictions; poor tolerance for criticism;
inability to learn, adapt, or think strategically;
inability to lead and build a team) to identify those
that are specific to the CIO role. We identified
five particular causes: (1) misunderstanding the
transition, (2) ambiguity in defining IT success, (3)
ambiguity in role expectations, (4) poor relationship
management with peers, and (5) pushing change at
the wrong pace.

2.1. Misunderstanding the transition

One of the common causes of derailment is CIOs
misreading the type of transition situation they are
entering and the associated expectations of both
the CEO and the top management team. When
hired, the serial CIO must recognize that not every
transition is similar. In short, the CIO needs to
understand why he/she has been hired. Consistent
with prior executive research (Watkins, 2004), our
research reveals that a newly appointed CIO expe-
riences one of four types of transition: startup,
turnaround, realignment, or success-sustaining.

� Startup CIO Transition: The CIO is charged with
assembling the IT capabilities–—people, process-
es, funding, and technology–—to get a new IT
organization off the ground.

� Turnaround CIO Transition: The newly appointed
CIO takes on an IT organization that is in trouble
and works to get it back on track. In this transition
context, the perception of the top leadership team
is that IT is not delivering expected business out-
comes and the previous CIO is seen as having failed.

� Realignment CIO Transition: The new CIO is hired
to revitalize an ITorganization that is drifting into
trouble. Prior to the CIO’s appointment, tensions
were beginning to emerge, often due to a new
reporting line for the CIO, changes in the makeup
of the IT leadership team, or a new mandate for IT
(e.g., a shift from cost minimization to a more
strategic role). Given the new expectations, the
existing IT organization is often characterized as
‘not fit for purpose.’

� Success-sustaining CIO Transition. The new CIO
takes responsibility to preserve the vitality of a
successful IT organization and expand it to the
next level. The previous CIO was perceived as
being successful and having performed well in the
role and has either moved into a new role, moved
to a new organization, or retired.

In our research, half of the turnaround transitions
were the result of a strategic shift in IT vision by the
CEO and an increasing digital focus. The other half
were reported as IT-is-a-mess-now-fix-it type turn-
arounds. Even in these latter situations, the mess
often resulted from a lack of commitment by top
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management investing in IT to help make it success-
ful. Moreover, this lack of a strategic view of the role
of IT resulted in an ineffective IT function that did
not serve the organization’s needs. This may also
explain why turnaround transitions were typically
led by CIOs hired outside the organization. It is not
surprising that the preceding CIO was viewed as
ineffective and subsequently replaced.

Most realignment transitions were the result of
the CEO articulating a more strategic direction for
IT. This new vision stemmed from different drivers,
such as a merger, geographic expansion, new digital
ambitions, or other changes in the competitive
environment. The majority of these transitions were
led by CIOs hired from outside the organization,
indicating that the preceding CIO was viewed as
not able to successfully make the strategic shift.

Success-sustaining transitions do not consist
of radical changes in strategic direction. In the
success-sustaining transitions in our research, the
CIO was chosen primarily from inside the organiza-
tion. This type of transition is characterized by a chief
executive who wants to build on the stability and
success of the current ITorganization and resources.
This is not to suggest that success-sustaining transi-
tions are the same as having a strategic view of IT,
only that the CEO is satisfied with the ITorganization’s
performance and perceives it as successful.1

Thus, the transition type for a new CIO can be
defined by the gap between the CEO’s expectations
for IT and its current performance, at least as
perceived by the CEO. While the description of a
startup is relatively straightforward, the CEO de-
fines whether she thinks her existing IT leadership is
successful and simply needs realignment or whether
it needs a complete overhaul. It is therefore imper-
ative that the new CIO truly understand what he is
getting into when accepting a new appointment. In
the words of one of our study executives: ‘‘The CIOs
who come in and have been successful have figured
out very quickly the CEO’s vision.’’

This is not as easy as it sounds. Regardless of the
due diligence performed by CIO candidates, there
are always surprises. This comment from one CIO
captures the experience of most external hires:
‘‘When I arrived. . . .it was far more urgent, com-
plicated, and dysfunctional than I had imagined,
even with a fair bit of due diligence.’’ As you would
expect, those promoted from within to the CIO role
reported a different experience, as represented by
this insider CIO: ‘‘I probably was 80% ready to hit on
all cylinders. I spent 7 years prior working on the IT
1 See Gerth and Peppard (2014) for more details on how CIOs
transition into new appointments.
leadership team.’’ However, this person also had
other issues to deal with, such as peers who felt that
they should have gotten the job and trying to break
free from still being viewed as the IT guy by his new
C-suite colleagues.

2.2. Ambiguity in defining IT success

A significant cause for derailment is failure to deliv-
er IT projects successfully. However, one non-IT
executive noted wryly that ‘‘often CIOs are blamed
for everything, including the bad coffee.’’ While this
was said in jest, it underscores the razor’s edge that
CIOs walk in terms of defining IT investment success.
We found that non-IT executives defined IT invest-
ment success in two different ways:

1. Project success: The project was on budget, on
time, and met requirements.

2. Business success: The organization realized the
planned operational or strategic benefits.

Executives measured the success of an IT investment
primarily as delivery of a project; that is, based on
budget control, schedule achievement, and satisfied
users. Fewer viewed benefits realization (i.e., ex-
pected business outcomes achieved) as a measure of
success, and far fewer of those evaluated that
achievement after the ITsolution was implemented.
The data suggests that many executives undervalue
the contribution IT makes to the business because
their focus is more on project metrics than business
results. The irony cannot be lost that these same
executives evaluated investment proposals based on
expected business benefits.

This is significant because delivering business re-
sults was one of the factors executives overwhelm-
ingly mentioned as contributing to the successful
transition of a newly appointed CIO. Delivering re-
sults is about delivering business value through IT
services and projects. If the standard of success also
depends on each individual executive’s perspective,
then the CIO may have difficulty fulfilling this wide
range of expectations. To compound the matter, the
CIO is primarily seen as the responsible party for
delivering success, regardless of its definition. Yet
CIOs face a conundrum: they are held accountable for
benefits but have little authority over what needs to
happen in the organization for benefits to be
achieved (Peppard, 2007).

2.3. Ambiguity in role expectations

The CIO role is an ambiguous one (Peppard, Edwards,
& Lambert, 2011). Non-ITexecutives describe varying
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expectations for their CIOs, and perceptions of the
role can differ even within one organization. Go
around the C-suite and you can almost be guaranteed
that everyone will have a different view of what they
expect a CIO to do. Not a good start if you are the CIO!
We surveyed 674 CIOs globally, asking if their con-
ception and understanding of the role mirrored that
of their C-level colleagues; the answer was a resound-
ing no. As one interviewee succinctly noted: ‘‘Com-
panies need to know how to use a CIO.’’ This
ambiguity in role, especially across the top manage-
ment team, was echoed by one of the CEOs that we
interviewed:

The other difference, I think, is that when you
go into an organization. . .you almost always
walk into a situation where your peers get what
you do and your role is accepted and under-
stood, and in the CIO’s case it’s oftentimes not
the case. I mean, everybody kind of gets what
the VP of Marketing and the VP of Sales and the
VP of Manufacturing–—and so forth–—do. This
comes back to the role understanding question
that I’ve talked about and never really fixed.
That’s been around for a while, I think, unfor-
tunately.

When we analyzed our data, we discovered three
role types that can be distinguished based on the
level of the CIO’s strategic influence. Figure 1 shows
these three roles along the continuum of strategic
influence.

The service provider role is defined by a low
degree of strategic influence. In this scenario, other
executives view the CIO role as that of a technical
service provider and support staff person. While
they may appreciate the complexity of IT and the
challenge it presents for the CIO, they do not wish to
be inconvenienced by IT. These executives do not
expect strategic input from the CIO or necessarily
want it. The extent of their expectations goes no
further than the CIO keeping the infrastructure
running smoothly and fixing IT problems as they
occur.

The solution provider role is characterized by a
higher degree of strategic influence. Executives
describe the solution provider in terms of designing
Figure 1. CIO roles described by non-IT executives
and delivering solutions to business issues. These
executives expect a relationship in which they pres-
ent business problems to the CIO and she finds IT
solutions to address them. They expect the CIO to
actively understand their problems and behave like
a consultant or business partner in designing solu-
tions for them. In contrast to the role of service
provider, executives who view the CIO as a solution
provider have a higher degree of respect for the role
and an expectation that the CIO will engage in
business problems in addition to technical ones.

The strategic contributor is viewed by other
executives as a peer in the top management team.
The strategic contributor is expected by executives
to engage with them at a strategic level, in addition
to providing IT solutions and services. This CIO
must act as a strategic advisor to the operating
executives, proactively bringing to the table
IT-enabled ideas that can potentially influence
business strategy.

These three roles can describe a maturity model
of sorts for how CIOs are viewed in organizations.
Our research and that of others (Chen, Preston, &
Xia, 2010) clearly indicates that CIOs will not be
allowed to influence strategic initiatives until they
have demonstrated effective leadership of the IT
function; in other words, CIOs need to show that
they are effectively managing the IT assets and
services of the organization before their peers will
recognize them as legitimate business leaders ca-
pable of participating in strategic discussions. These
roles follow a cumulative trajectory. For example, a
CIO viewed as a solution provider is also expected to
be an effective service provider. Similarly, a CIO who
is a strategic contributor will also be an accom-
plished solution and service provider.

The data also indicates that a person who fulfills
one role may not have the skills or perceived capa-
bility/willingness to mature to a higher level of
strategic influence. We found this to be a factor
in many CIO transitions. As mentioned earlier, 75% of
the CIO transitions in our study were described as
either ‘realignment’ or ‘turnaround,’ meaning that
the CEO wanted the IT function to move in a new
direction and started this process by replacing the
then-current CIO with an external hire. In sum, the
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incumbents were viewed as incapable of fulfilling
the CEO’s new vision for IT.

Because members of the top management team
do not all have the same view of the role, meeting or
exceeding expectations can be quite difficult. Fail-
ure to recognize this of their peers can result in a
one-size-fits-all interaction style that is capable of
giving rise to poor interpersonal relationships and,
ultimately, derailment.

We did encounter executives who view the role as
encompassing strategy and innovation but still treat
the CIO as a service provider only. Failing to see the
contradiction, they want their CIO to be a miracle
worker and achieve major impact without having to
trouble them. We accounted for this by the low level
of digital literacy in the C-suite. In our survey of
global CIOs, we asked about the levels of digital
literacy they encountered in working with C-level
colleagues. The majority reported that their lead-
ership colleagues were ill-equipped to embrace
digitization and engage in the necessary dialogue.
Many lamented that their understanding of technol-
ogy was based on their experience with consumer IT;
however, consumer IT does not equate to enterprise
IT. The following observation from one of the CIOs
interviewed illustrates this concern:

They [older executives] tend to have a more
abstract assessment of what systems are be-
cause they came from the age when you had to
do a lot of system thinking without the gadgets,
without the tools. The younger people are at the
other extreme: they think that because they can
send an SMS text in 3 seconds with language that
nobody can understand. . . .they understand
IT. . . .which is normally not the case.

2.4. Poor relationship management with
peers

Poor relationships with their top management peers
was frequently mentioned as a reason for CIO de-
railment. This is more than a failure in interpersonal
relationships; an anecdote we received from a mar-
keting director sums up this point: ‘‘The CIO pro-
ceeded to try to understand all the systems, but the
guy fundamentally forgot that there are human
beings behind all those processes and all those
systems. He totally ignored the relationships, the
informal mechanisms, the informal systems.’’

Our data also reveals that there are subtle ele-
ments at work in building relationships with peers.
We found that non-IT executives’ perspectives on
their role in building relationships and working with
the CIO vary. Prior research has demonstrated that
executives can have different assumptions about IT
(Kaarst-Brown, 2005). Our research data shows that
the newly appointed CIO interacts with different
executives in ways that vary based on the interac-
tion style and focus of these executives. These
dimensions suggest four different types of execu-
tives. This taxonomy, drawn from our data, is shown
in Figure 2.

The dimension of interaction style indicates
whether the executive is passive or active as regards
interactions with the CIO. A passive style is one
where the executive expects the CIO to take the
initiative in the relationship. The passive non-IT
executive will not initiate a meeting with a newly
appointed CIO; rather, he will expect the CIO to
schedule a meeting. Moreover, the passive execu-
tive does not view a relationship with the CIO as a
high priority. In contrast, active executives take the
initiative in connecting with the CIO. The non-IT
executive with an active interaction style views a
relationship with the CIO as in his best interest and
will be proactive in developing that relationship.

The interaction focus can be either tactical or
strategic. Tactical focus centers on IT services that
the IT organization–—and, by extension, the CIO–—
provides and the requirements that need to be
fulfilled. Executives with a tactical interaction focus
are concerned with getting services and projects for
their area of responsibility, but do not want or expect
strategic contribution from the CIO. An executive
with a more strategic focus is concerned about
how the CIO can not only provide business solutions
and influence business strategy but also make a
strategic contribution to her area of responsibility.

The master has a tactical focus and a passive
interaction style. He views the CIO as a technical
service provider and the head of a support function.
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He does not expect the CIO to contribute to strategic
business problem solving or planning. The master
executive does not initiate interaction with the
CIO, but rather expects the CIO to come to him.
The interaction consists of the executive communi-
cating his needs and expectations to the CIO so that
they are fulfilled. With a delivery focus, the master
executive would not offer advice on the political
power structure or insights on the organization’s
culture.

The director has a tactical focus but takes an
active approach to interacting with the CIO. She will
take the initiative to schedule meetings with the CIO
on a regular basis. However, the focus will be on the
tactical issues of services provided to the execu-
tive’s function as well as those on the executive’s IT
wish list. Proactively engaging the CIO is viewed by
this executive as a politically shrewd way of getting
her priorities to the top of the CIO’s list. Similar to
the master, this executive will not offer advice or
insight on the organization’s politics or culture. The
director executive is using this active interaction
style to gain an advantage over her peers to reap her
share of limited IT resources.

The coach is an executive that has a passive
interaction style and a more strategic focus based
on input of the CIO. This is an executive that will
help the CIO if the CIO takes the initiative. While he
appreciates that the CIO can contribute to providing
business solutions that enable strategy, he still does
not view the role as equal in top management. He is
willing to work with the CIO and provide insights into
the organization’s power structure as well as any
unique cultural aspects of which she should be aware.
Coach executives share this information as part of
their role in the top management team.

Finally, the collaborator takes an active approach
to engaging the CIO on strategic issues. Taking the
initiative to engage the newly appointed CIO, she
views the CIO as a peer on the top management
team and recognizes the contribution the CIO can
make to innovation and influencing business strate-
gy; in fact, she expects the CIO to make such
contributions as a member of the top management
team. She views this active collaboration as a nor-
mal part of her role, just as she would with any of
her operating executive peers.

CIOs will therefore likely encounter four differ-
ent types of top management peers with unique
combinations of interaction style and focus. These
executive types can be mapped to their view of the
CIO role described in Figure 1:

� Master: Sees CIO as service provider.

� Director: Sees CIO as service provider.
� Coach: Sees CIO as solutions provider.

� Collaborator: Sees CIO as strategic contributor.

If the CIO does not tailor her relationship building
activities to the type of executive with whom she is
dealing, it can create tension between the two
executives (Fiegener & Coakley, 1995). Success at
relationships is a function of understanding others’
perspectives and meeting them ‘where they are.’
Failure to do this can result in poor working relation-
ships and a transition out of the organization.

2.5. Pushing change at the wrong pace

CIOs are often hired or promoted to be change
agents (e.g., CDOs being hired to drive the digital
agenda and digital transformation). In turnaround
and realignment transitions, change will be inevita-
ble. In both of these transitions, the new CIO has a
relatively high degree of discretion to push change
into the organization. However, he can be derailed
by pushing change at the wrong pace.

Conventional wisdom on CIO transitions focuses
primarily on the first 90—100 days. This wisdom
suggests that CIOs make changes early in their tenure
to send a signal to the organization that they are
having an impact. For turnaround transitions in par-
ticular, the new CIO should accomplish a couple key
goals to get off to a good start. These quick hits are
usually focused on fixing ITservice delivery problems
that are creating a poor customer experience for end
users. Another form of quick hit might entail stabi-
lizing an IT project that is failing. If these actions are
needed and the new CIO procrastinates, he will likely
face derailment. A bias for action is a trait of suc-
cessful new CIOs. One of our study CIOs stated:

I think it’s important to put your stamp on the
organization reasonably early but not rush
through it. So identify where the problems
are, whether it is a structural process or what-
ever it might be, and very quickly put plans in
place to address those.

Clearly, new CIOs must make an impact, but at what
pace? While creating change too slowly can cause
derailment, so can implementing change too quick-
ly. One CIO described it this way:

If you are a sprinter and you come into a walking
organization, you are going to walk. I actually
had to slow down a little bit on some things and
conclude you can only do one large change at a
time. One thing I am always wary of when you
come into a place requiring a lot of change
is. . .change fatigue.
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Many of the CIOs we spoke to recognized that im-
plementing change can be difficult and slower than
they would like. However, if the new CIO introduces
change beyond the organization’s change capacity,
failure is likely. Another CIO shared his experience
this way: ‘‘We spent a lot of time carefully introduc-
ing change, and a phrase we use is ‘introducing things
in the culturally appropriate speed.’’’

Understanding the capacity for change did not
inhibit introducing change but rather moderated
the speed and degree of change that could be intro-
duced. There is a finite capacity for change within an
organization, and the CIO must pace the speed of
change according to that cultural capacity. Failure to
recognize this constraint is another cause for new CIO
derailment.

3. What can CIOs do?

When we analyzed our data, we discovered certain
actions a CIO could take to mitigate the risks of
derailment. These include (1) clearly understanding
the CEO’s vision for IT, (2) recognizing the ambiguity
of the CIO role, (3) delivering on service and solution
commitments, (4) building a relationship strategy,
(5) proactively defining IT success, (6) managing the
pace of change, and (7) speaking the language of
the business. Next, we consider each of these in more
detail.

3.1. Clearly understand the CEO’s vision
for IT

Our research suggests it is critical that the newly
appointed CIO share the CEO’s vision for IT and fully
understand the type of transition situation she is
entering. Since transition type is the gap between
the CEO’s expectations and the performance of IT, it
is critical that the incoming CIO understand the
nature of this gap. For example, if she enters a
realignment transition with the approach of imple-
menting broad, radical change, she will likely expe-
rience a failed transition. The new CIO must align
her approach with the type of transition she is
entering. Building this shared vision needs to be
part of the new CIO’s 90—100 day plan.

3.2. Recognize the ambiguity of the CIO
role

The findings of this study reinforce previous re-
search reporting significant ambiguity about the
CIO role. The newly appointed CIO should acknowl-
edge that beyond the CEO’s view of the CIO role,
individual executives hold their own assumptions
about the role and IT’s contribution to the busi-
ness. Moreover, he must keep in mind that there
may not be a shared understanding of the CIO role
among the entire top management team (TMT).
For example, the CIO may expect to be strategic
and contribute to innovation, but his peers may
have different expectations. This recognition will
help him understand individual points of view when
he begins the job.

3.3. Deliver on service and solution
commitments

Our research reveals that executives demand the
CIO delivers on her commitments before earning the
right to contribute strategically. They expect that
the CIO will be an effective service provider by
delivering IT services (e.g., help desk, email, net-
work performance) that meet the daily needs of the
organization. They expect that the CIO will lead the
successful implementation of IT projects that add
value to the organization’s mission. Only after the
CIO has demonstrated her leadership in these areas
will her peers allow her to become a more strategic
contributor. The senior management team will not
take strategic input from a CIO, for example, if she
cannot keep the email system up and running.

3.4. Build a relationship strategy

Understanding the four types of executives he may
encounter can help the new CIO tailor his relation-
ship building. Using this taxonomy, he can map
individual relationships with executives based on
how they interact and what expectations they hold.
The most common success factor mentioned by non-
ITexecutives was relationships between the CIO and
other top managers. One executive stated it this
way: ‘‘It’s the emotional intelligence that they show
to be able to build relationships.’’

In first meetings, the new CIO can ascertain the
executive’s primary focus, tactical or strategic, and
get a sense of her preferred interaction style. Ini-
tially, the CIO may only focus attention on master
and director executives to fulfill their basic service
obligations during the early stage of his tenure.
Then he can focus his relationship building on the
coach and collaborator executives who have an
expectation of a more strategic contribution. IT
initiatives can be planned that will deliver the
business value expected by these executives; in
turn, such successes will build the CIO’s legitimacy
as a business leader. He should exploit the willing-
ness of the coach and collaborator executives to
share their insights regarding the organization’s
culture and how best to successfully assimilate into
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it. Newly appointed CIOs can experiment with dif-
ferent influence tactics for each type of executive
with whom they work. New CIOs need to proactively
seek information and build personal relationships
with their top management peers.

3.5. Proactively define IT success

The ill-defined nature of IT success is also important
for new CIOs to consider. They should not assume that
everyone in the organization will use the same mea-
sure of success for IT investments. The new CIO needs
to proactively negotiate and set the success criteria
for a given investment prior to its launch. She must
also manage and monitor the realization of those
benefits, overcoming any barriers that might exist.
When asked how well his organization managed ben-
efits realization, one executive in our study replied:

I think IT can do better. I think the people that
are directly involved in the project, particular-
ly on the IT side, have a pretty big vested
interest in painting a picture that might be
rosier than it [really] is. So, I think there is
room for improvement there.

Whether or not it is conceptually right for IT to be
responsible, the new CIO cannot leave the success of
an IT investment to chance. In fact, the data in our
study suggests that many non-IT executives do not
recognize their own role in achieving business ben-
efits and expect the ITorganization to be responsible
for the success of IT projects, including delivery of
anticipated benefits. Therefore, the new CIO needs
to build the IT savvy of her peers by delivering
demonstrative value from IT investments.

3.6. Manage the pace of change

CIOs should consider pacing the amount of change
introduced based on the transition situation in
which they enter the role. If they are taking over
a successful IT function, they will most likely be
expected to continue the behavior of their prede-
cessor and conform to the expectations of the top
management team. CIOs in turnaround transitions
will experience a broad mandate for change
whereas those in realignment situations will need
to compromise in aligning to or changing top man-
agement expectations. What worked in the past
likely will not work in the current situation. One
of the CIOs in our study explained it this way:

I’ve made mistakes thinking that when I transi-
tion from one company to another I could do the
same thing that I did at the previous company
[in] the same way, getting the same results,
assuming they were successful; but I found out
that wasn’t the case because the culture was
really different. Then you’ve got to come up
with a different method of implementation or
process of implementation because what works
at one place does not necessarily work at
another.

A CIO should assess the organization’s appetite for
change, top management’s expectations, and the
limitations of its leadership team to form a plan to
introduce change at a culturally appropriate speed.

3.7. Speak the language of the business

While it might seem like a contradiction, C-suite
conversations about IT should never be about tech-
nology. If they are, they usually just reinforce the
stereotypical view of the CIO: adept in all things
technical but somewhat removed from the realities
of business. Growth, enhancing customer experi-
ence, cost reduction, and new strategic opportuni-
ties should be some of the key topics of conversation.
An operations executive described what this means
for the CIO:

I think the successful ones are integrated and
understand business and their real objectives.
They are not really about technology, they are
about. . .ensuring the technology they’re de-
livering enables the company to do something
with it, whether that be close the books or
serve the customer. I think high-quality Chief
Information Officers are those who are integrat-
ed as part of senior management and [who]
understand. . .they have to bring technology
to the business and serve a purpose, whether
it be financial processes, customer service, op-
erations, inventory management–—all of those
things that link together.

4. What can CEOs do?

The clear message from our analysis is that the CIO
can achieve little in a vacuum. CEOs must recognize
the value and contribution that a CIO can bring.
They and the leadership team must actively engage
with the CIO and with all digital matters to create an
environment that enables success.

4.1. Acknowledge your role and that of
your C-suite colleagues in driving the
digital agenda

The effects of technology permeate throughout the
organization, and the whole C-suite must embrace



Appendix. About the research

The research into the challenges faced by CIOs,
particularly newly appointed CIOs, was con-
ducted over the course of 8 years by the two
authors. This article is based on our research,
which involved a number of different strands,
including in-depth interviews with over 130 ex-
ecutives, both CIOs and non-ITexecutives across
multiple industry segments, exploring the role of
the CIOs and how newly appointed CIOs take
charge. We also conducted a global survey of 675
CIOs. Findings from this research stream have
appeared in California Management Review, MIS
Quarterly Executive, Proceedings of the Inter-
national Conference on Information Systems,
and Proceedings of the Society of Information
Management, and have been used in executive
education programs globally.
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the digital agenda. Reaping the benefits from re-
quired IT investments cannot be accomplished with-
out real organizational changes, which can only be
delivered in partnership with the CIO. While the CIO
sets the tone for IT, the C-suite must galvanize
around the vision and recognize its role.

4.2. Define the CIO role clearly

CEOs have a role to play in increasing the new CIO’s
probability of success. As the CEO was likely active
in recruiting and hiring the new CIO, she has a vested
interest in the CIO’s effective transition. The first
place for the CEO to start entails having a clear
vision of the CIO’s role in the organization. Should
the CIO focus on being a service provider, solution
provider, or strategic contributor? Clarity in the
definition of this role will help in hiring the right
CIO and will reduce the chance for a surprise later.
CEOs should also develop a clear perspective on the
current performance of the IT organization and how
they want it to change in the future. Again, setting
clear expectations will go a long way.

4.3. Communicate your expectations for
the CIO

It is crucial that the CEO clearly communicate to the
top management team her expectations regarding
how ITwill contribute to the organization’s strategic
objectives. This will begin building a shared under-
standing about IT between the CEO, the CIO, and the
rest of the top management team. It is important to
recognize that the members of top management
may all hold different views on the role of IT and
that some will require mentoring.

4.4. Increase the digital literacy of the
leadership team

We found that most leadership teams are ill pre-
pared for today’s digital world. They need to recog-
nize that being digital is inevitably about creating
change and that if this change is going to happen, it
requires leadership and drive from all in the C-suite.
The CIO can help here by coaching colleagues on the
capability of technologies, not the technicalities.

4.5. Encourage and evaluate CIO/TMT
collaboration

After setting and communicating expectations, the
CEO should proactively evaluate the effectiveness of
the collaboration between the CIO and top managers.
Are they both playing a proactive role in identifying
strategic uses of IT? Do they work professionally
together to solve the organization’s problems?
The CEO should create an environment that encour-
ages top managers to collaborate with the CIO and
play a role in his transition. Moreover, the CEO
should hold both the CIO and the TMT accountable
for effective collaboration on IT opportunities.
Executives should be held accountable for defining
and achieving business benefits from IT invest-
ments.

5. Driving the digital agenda forward

Not understanding the dynamics of derailment is a
key reason for the failure of CIOs/CDOs that drives
their transition out of the organization. CIOs and
CDOs can raise their probability of success by pro-
actively addressing the causes of derailment. CEOs
can contribute to the successful transition by setting
and communicating clear expectations for the CIO
and the role of IT in the organization. Moreover,
CEOs need to hold all top managers–—not just the
CIO–—accountable for executing that digital vision.
As one CEO said to us: ‘‘The CIO can only deliver
what he or she is allowed to deliver.’’ Organizations
get the IT they deserve.
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